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About This Software

You create the videos - The YouTube Center does the rest!

Simplify your Creator everyday life, automate your workflow on YouTube and save your time for the most important thing:
your videos. The YouTube Center is probably the most powerful upload software in the world and brings you a lot of useful

features and is above all fast and easy to use.

Templates for your projects

Create templates for your different projects and automate the titles of your videos. Use text blocks for your descriptions and
tags and reuse frequently used text.

Automate your uploads

The YouTube Center comes with a queue that uploads up to 10 videos at a time and gradually processes all pending uploads. Set
the maximum upload speed so you can continue to use your Internet connection wisely. You have the option to have your PC

shut down automatically after the upload. If a power saving mode is activated on your PC, you can deactivate it during the
upload.

You sort your videos after publishing them on YouTube? Let the YouTube Center do this task by defining "Tasks".

Your videos and playlists fully under control
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Edit the metadata of your videos and playlists. Add or remove videos from playlists. Watch your videos and playlists directly in
YouTube Center without distorting your video statistics. Of course, in addition to accessing your own, you also have access to

all other content on YouTube. Rate videos you like or don't like.

Stay in touch with your viewers

Check your comments and reply to them. Mark dubious comments as spam or delete them.

Benefit from an intuitive and beautiful interface.

Features

Create, edit and delete templates for your uploads

Edit your uploaded videos and playlists

Define tasks to be completed after successful upload

Use text blocks for your video description and your tags

Let the software create a video title out of your video filename

Turn off your PC once the uploads are complete

Set the upload speed

Rate videos you like or dislike

Watch your own videos without falsifying your statistics

Watch your videos in a picture-in-picture-mode

Watch videos and playlists from YouTube

Reply to your comments

Edit your account information

Upload up to 10 videos at the same time

Manage as many channels as you want

Use a simple and beautiful user interface

... and many more

Do all these things in highspeed.
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Title: YouTube Center
Genre: Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
Benjamin Werner
Publisher:
Benjamin Werner
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: -

English,French,German,Dutch,Italian,Russian
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Good game easy to get used to and some of the best mods out there. Buy on sale though dlc prices are ridiculous

Recommended if you like strategy games. I followed a shady looking real estate salesman showing a suited client prospective
real estate from his hot air balloon. They looked at a nice little windmill on the coast (which the suit guy said he couldn't afford)
before looking at a nearby island where real estate guy suggests they build a theme park. That's when things started to get weird.
Before you know it real estate guy is claiming he's been able to control hot air balloons using his mind since he was a baby and
suit guy is talking about capturing a Kaiju penguin to exhibit in some sort of demented cartoon Jurassic Park he plans to build!
  There are lots of these characters all doing their own thing in this island microcosm. You can move (fly) around the island
using the touchpad on a controller. When you near a character the speech bubble above his head becomes visible. It's passive,
you can't interact with the characters so it's not a game - more like being a spectator in a sort of freeform animated tv show. The
dialogue is eclectic but often amusing.

Cons:
-no sound effects.
-movement system needs some work. Can make turns in approx 45 degree increments but the screen blanks for a second whilst
you do so, which is annoying.
-would be great to be able to 'lock' onto a character and auto follow them. Sometimes dialogue gets blocked by other objects in
the scene.
- I'll never know if suit guy got to exhibit the giant Penguin!

  If you've got kids this would be great to use as a storytelling tool, maybe with voiceover from the adult watching the monitor as
the child follows the exploits of a character in VR. I enjoyed this far more than i expected even without kids. With clever
writing and more evolved engine this could be a really interesting branch of VR.

Rating 8\/10. very nice game. If you enjoyed slrr youll love this. Not too grindy and never had trouble finding someone to race,
very hopeful for this game.. it is a really fun game,though no one play this game :(. Awesome game with an unique idea and
with beautiful art style.
I would love other dogs you can play.. Early Access indeed, so I am really hoping for more improvements.

Like for now, that jumping titan worm and the misplaced shadows is kinda weird to me. Like I hear a rumble, I look around, I
see shadows going over the ground, I look in the sky, there is nothing and then you see the titan worm jump out of the ground.
It's like the shadows are from underneath and the worm is doing like 360 degrees roundabouts. This need to be done better.
But seriously, that jumping worm is getting old fast. I would suggest to keep it low profile, making it move through the sands
and underneath. Having patches of solid sands (with trees of the drinking spots or low vegetation) where you can stand and be
safe, but when you set foot on the loose sand, the ground starts to rumble and the titan worm is coming for you. That makes the
game more interesting. But this is just a suggestion and I have no idea how far the knowledge is from the developer and the
possibilities of the game engine in order to visualize it.

If not, then you could implement giant statues walking in the night, floods of scarabs moving around when the lightning strikes
down... Just to have some variation in "events"...

The points of interest, I would rather prefer it as a little puzzle, like now you see a picture to warn you that there is something
special there. You look around and you see the object which is easy to grab. Would be nicer if you have to do some effort in
obtaining the object. If so, then there should be more points of interest, because they are always fun to do. And maybe when you
pick it up, you can rotate it and you can read a little bit about the object.
As puzzle, maybe just a big stone with a window, when you activate it, a puzzle shows up which you need to solve in order to
obtain the object of interest...

I like that the torches go out when it rains. And that the water dissappears due of the heat. Running is not quite what I would
have expected, but knowing that you can't run fast in desert sand, I accept it. Then I would expect that you can run faster when
on solid ground. (assuming when you go in the dungeon, your movement speed is a bit faster) But that is not yet the case.
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As for now, the "open world" is somewhat limited, the objects and buildings are too close to eachother, making the surrounding
open space not interesting to go into. There might be something, who knows, but its not making me EAGER to explore it.

OVERALL PICTURE

The game has the potention to be something interesting, but at the moment it's not. It's quite dull, agitating (running is so slow,
the dullness of everything around it agitates me tremendously)
It can become something awesome but I don't think the engine will let that dream become reality... But maybe the creativity of
the developer might do the trick...

For now, because I got bored fairly quickly, I do not recommend to buy this game.
But as an extra NOTE: You can buy this game to support the developer so this game might be placed on a turn table and blow
our minds.

JULY 2018

So I noticed the developer did some work on this game, for example, he is using a different engine, improved some elements
and the hud looks different. Gonna install the game again and play it again, curious if it is now better or not. If it is better, I will
rewrite this entire review.. En cuanto a la fisica del juego deberian mejorarla mucho. Los golpes contra las protecciones son
muy surralistas y contra los camiones el jugador siempre sale perjudicado.

Por lo dem\u00e1s est\u00e1 muy bien para pasar un ratillo.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The game physics could be better. The hits against the walls are very fake, and in the hits against other trucks, the player always
loses.

Otherwise the game is fine to spend a while.. plays sever and radonly get mission to deliver karts, karts locked, buys dlc, gamer
time. With YouTube integration removed, this game is now just a bad and sad BeatSaber wannabe (even though it came before
BeatSaber). The whole point of this game was the custom music from YouTube - without it, it's pretty useless.
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This game has no business being as successful as it is, considering it's stepping into the ring with one of the most popular series
in the history of games with Smash, but it's awesome to see it carve out a niche. The game looks and sounds great and it plays
even better. It's such a fun interpretation in the genre with a lot of fresh ideas and character design that packs a huge amount of
depth.

It takes a lot of queues from a game like Melee, but is also remarkably different in how it approaches concepts like defensive
play or directional influence. It's an great game from top to bottom and absolutely the best non-smash platform fighter available.
Well done, Dan and team!. I was laughing for half an hour! Punchlines are so funny. Fun game.

Putin needs to be nerfed, lol.. Looks and feels good, but I cannot recommend a mostly online game with no online playerbase.
It´s a shame, maybe the game will be worth it if they ever port it to ps vr to increase the playerbase to at least a playable level.
EDIT: Adding bots will also go along way to make this game worth your money. The game is a bullet hell shooter, make no
mistake.

It's more concerned with sending a barrage of bullets your way than actually making a fun experience.
The control you have on your ship also isn't refined enough for the tiny gaps they want you to fit through, you move the stick
just a tiny bit, and you jump 10-15 pixels in that direction.

I'm also not sure what's up with the hit detection. I realize the player's hitbox is typically pretty small in these type of games, and
I assumed it was the tiny light on your ship. However, there were times where bullets passed directly over that light and I didn't
take any damage. The game feels inconsistent in this regard, makign it feel poorly programmed.
The ability to use infinite continues makes the whole thing kind of boring as well. I didn't even see any way to limit the number
of continues in the settings menu, which is pretty lame.

The sprite work is pretty middling, but it's also not even able to be appreciated with all of the bullets on screen. The whole game
just feels like it doesn't have a soul. Even though it only took me 1.3 hours to beat, it felt like an eternity because I kept just
wanting it to be over already. It's a draining, unpleasant, tiring experience, and one that I wouldn't reccomend to anybody.

P.S. Whoever did the English translation for those achievement titles needs to go back to school, because holy crap, they are
bad!. The game is more retro, although the picture is very ordinary, but there are many small eggs. Personally, I prefer this kind
of game without hints to fumble on my own. Suggestions 1. Increase the minimap 2. Keyboard shortcut 3. I want to see the
number of people online.. In spite of what it tries to say, it is not an old-school RPG, and it is the furthest thing from fun. A
dumbed-down grindfest in a vaguely Roguelike style that relies upon forcing players to min-max in order to be "hard". Every
monster is essentially the same melee brute AI, and every fight the same repeated ad infinitum. The barrels in town are more
likely to randomly have plate mail armor than the chest behind the traps in the last dungeon you completed, and low-level
goblins drop better stuff than high-level minotaurs, because treasure is rubber-banded, but enemies, bizarrely, are not. I cannot
recommend this game for anyone - there are simply too many other good RPGs out there.

Go play Avernum or Avadon or one of those actual old-school games getting updated and re-released over Steam, instead.
Those had clever and subtle systems. This game mimics without understanding what made the classics classic.. It's a great effort
from the devas to make a solid puzzle game with the twist of actually aiming to die.

Although some of the levels can be completed in ways I imagine were not concieved, it's still an enjoyable game to tease your
brain with.

I recorded a video playing the game if you would like an idea of how the game plays. You can see it here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sIqRR_UyRhg
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